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ABSTRACT
There is renewed interest in the possibility of using precipitation for initial capture of
high value therapeutic proteins as part of an integrated continuous downstream process. These
precipitates can be continuously washed using tangential flow filtration, with long term operation
achieved by operating the membrane modules below the critical filtrate flux for fouling. Our
hypothesis was that the critical flux for a suspension of precipitated protein was a function of the
effective particle size of the precipitate, which could be controlled by the precipitation conditions.
Experimental studies were performed to evaluate the critical flux using a flux-stepping procedure
for model protein precipitates (bovine serum albumin) generated using a combination of a
crosslinking agent (zinc chloride) and an excluded volume precipitant (polyethylene glycol). Data
were obtained using 0.2 µm pore size hollow fiber polyethersulfone microfiltration membranes.
The critical flux varied with shear rate to approximately the 1/3 power, consistent with
predictions of the classical concentration polarization model. The critical flux increased
significantly with increasing zinc chloride concentration, going from 60 L/m2/hr for a 2 mM
ZnCl2 solution to 200 L/m2/hr for an 8 mM ZnCl2 solution. In contrast, the critical flux achieved a
maximum value at an intermediate PEG concentration of around 6 weight percent at a fixed
ZnCl2 concentration of 3.5 mM. Independent measurements of the effective size and viscosity of
the protein precipitates were used to obtain additional understanding of the effects of ZnCl2 and
PEG on the critical flux. These results provide important insights into the development of
effective tangential flow filtration systems for processing large quantities of precipitated protein
as would be required for large scale continuous protein purification by precipitation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Precipitation
Precipitation is one of the earliest techniques used for large-scale protein puriﬁcation due
to its low-cost. Cohn et al. [1] described the use of a series of cold ethanol precipitation steps for
the purification of different fractions of human plasma, including both albumin and
immunoglobulins. Each precipitation was performed with a specific ethanol concentration, pH,
temperature, and salt concentration to obtain the desired selectivity. This approach is still used
today for the large scale production of both albumin and intravenous immunoglobulin from
collected human plasma [2].
The effectiveness of precipitation in the purification of plasma-derived proteins is due in
large part to the high protein concentrations in plasma, with albumin concentrations from 35-55
g/L and immunoglobulin concentrations around 25-35 g/L [1]. The very low titers of the early
recombinant protein products (typically less than 0.1 g/L) led to the development of more highly
selective operations for initial product capture based on column chromatography [3]. For
example, Protein A affinity chromatography is currently used for the initial purification of
essentially all monoclonal antibody products [4].
The titer of recombinant protein products has increased dramatically over the past 20
years due to improvements in cell lines, the use of well-defined media, and advances in bioreactor
operations. Titers of 5 g/L are now routine, with many processes providing product
concentrations above 10 or even 20 g/L [5]. Protein A chromatography for product capture and
removal of host cell-related impurities (host cell proteins and DNA), is exceptionally efficient and
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effective; however, it suffers from the extremely high cost of Protein A resins. In addition,
increased antibody concentrations in the capture step can only be handled by using larger column
volumes or multiple column cycles, either of which adds to the cost of the Protein A
chromatography. In addition, increased product concentrations result in higher solution
viscosities, leading to greater mass transfer resistances, lower dynamic binding capacities, and
larger column pressure drops.
The challenges in applying affinity chromatography with very high initial product titers
has generated renewed interest in protein precipitation as an initial purification step.
Tscheliessnig et al. [2] examined the potential of using cold ethanol and CaCl2 precipitation for
purification of recombinant human antibodies from clarified CHO cell culture fluid. The
developed process was tested with four different monoclonal antibodies with overall yield and
purity similar to that obtained with a parallel process using protein A chromatography for the
initial product capture. Sommer et al. [6] used a combination of polyethylene glycol (PEG) and
CaCl2 for monoclonal antibody purification, with precipitation yields of 80 to 95%. These results
clearly demonstrate the potential of using a well-designed precipitation step for initial product
capture / purification in the production of monoclonal antibodies.

1.2 Continuous downstream processing
Protein precipitation can be implemented in both batch and continuous modes of
operation. The beneﬁts of moving to continuous processes have been reviewed by Zydney [4] and
include: signiﬁcant reductions in capital equipment costs and facility size, signiﬁcant increases in
productivity (largely because all of the equipment is in use at all times), greater ﬂexibility
(because of more efﬁcient utilization of the facility), and improved product quality (because of
greater uniformity in process time). The application of continuous upstream processing, e.g.
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perfusion systems for monoclonal antibody (mAb) production, is well-established [4], [5].
However, there are still signiﬁcant challenges in developing integrated (upstream and
downstream) continuous bioprocesses, including the development of a truly continuous capture
step that can handle large quantities of recombinant protein products.
Continuous precipitation has the potential for providing a highly effective process for
initial product capture as part of a fully integrated continuous process. Compared to batch
precipitation, continuous precipitation provides much better control of the contacting conditions,
leading to precipitates with more uniform yields and purities [7], while facilitating scale-up and
allowing easy integration with perfusion (continuous) bioreactors. Hammerschmidt et al. [8]
developed a continuous sequential precipitation-based capture step for recombinant monoclonal
antibody purification using a relatively simple tubular precipitation reactor. The antibody yield
was above 90%, and the concentrations of host cell proteins and DNA were reduced to about
10,000 and 20 ppm, respectively.

1.3 Coupling between precipitation and tangential flow microfiltration
In order to achieve effective protein purification in a precipitation process, the precipitate
must be washed to remove non-precipitated impurities. This is most easily done using membrane
filtration, with the membrane retaining the large precipitate while allowing relatively free passage
of any soluble impurities. Venkiteshwaran et al. [9] demonstrated the use of tangential flow
filtration (TFF) with 0.1 µm hydrophilized poly(vinylidene difluoride) (PVDF) flat sheet
membranes to remove bovine serum album (BSA) from a feed suspension containing precipitated
Immunoglobulin G (IgG). A batch process provided 97% removal of the BSA with more than
90% purity for the recovered IgG. However, no data were provided for the time-dependence of
the TFF process. Neal et al. [10] used a 3 µm pore size cellulose membrane to wash and recover
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precipitated immunoglobulins from an anti-venom serum. The overall product yield was superior
to that obtained by centrifugation, but membrane fouling was quite significant, with the filtrate
flux decreasing by as much as 90% within 30 min of operation at constant transmembrane
pressure.
The successful application of tangential flow filtration as part of a continuous process to
wash / recover a precipitated protein product requires that the membrane operate at essentially
steady conditions for an extended period of time, i.e., that membrane fouling is negligible. A
number of previous studies [11], [12], [13] have demonstrated that membrane fouling can be
largely eliminated by operating the TFF module below the critical flux, which is typically defined
as the highest value of the permeate flux at which there is no irreversible fouling. Previous studies
using latex particles have demonstrated the critical flux is directly related to shear rate, particle
size, and viscosity [13]. This behavior is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. Our hypothesis
was that the critical flux for a suspension of precipitated protein would be a function of the
effective particle size of the precipitate, which could in turn be controlled by proper selection of
the precipitation conditions.

1.4 Thesis program
The objective of this study, was to evaluate the critical filtrate flux during microfiltration
of BSA precipitates formed from a combination of zinc chloride, a cross-linking agent [14], [15],
and polyethylene glycol (PEG), an excluded volume precipitant [6], [8]. BSA was chosen for
these experiments because it was readily available at low cost, and it has been previously used in
precipitation studies as a model protein. Independent measurements were obtained for the effects
of ZnCl2 and PEG concentrations on the effective particle size and viscosities of the protein
precipitates to obtain additional insights into the factors controlling the critical flux.
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A general background on the critical flux is presented in Chapter 2. This includes a
discussion of the different definitions of the critical flux, the approaches used to evaluate the
critical flux experimentally, and a brief review of available theoretical analyses.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental set-up, materials, and methods used in the
experimental studies described in this thesis. Specific details on protein precipitation, critical flux
experiments, and precipitate characterization (viscosity and size distribution) are provided.
Chapter 4 presents results and discussion regarding the effects of ZnCl2 and PEG
concentrations and the feed flow rate on the critical flux for microfiltration of BSA precipitates. A
physical interpretation of the critical flux results in terms of the viscosity and precipitate size
distribution is also presented.
Chapter 5 summarizes the major contributions of this thesis and makes several
recommendations for future studies aimed at developing a more complete understanding of the
dependence of the critical flux on the properties of the protein precipitates and the underlying
precipitation and filtration conditions.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Critical Flux

2.1 Definition of the critical flux
It has been over 20 years since the first three papers were published that presented a
formal definition of the critical flux in 1995 by Field et al. [11], Howell [16] and Bacchin et al.
[17]. In general, the critical flux has been defined in one of two ways as discussed by Bacchin et
al. [13]. First, in constant pressure systems, the critical flux is usually defined as the flux where
the flux-transmembrane pressure (TMP) curve first begins to deviate from the pure water/buffer
flux. This is also called the strong form of the critical flux. The weak form of the critical flux is
defined by a change in slope of experimental data for the filtrate flux as a function of the
transmembrane pressure. This is often more appropriate in a system with fast initial fouling on
start-up, e.g., due to protein adsorption within the membrane pores which provides a nearly
instantaneous increase in the membrane resistance. Second, the critical flux for operation at
constant filtrate flux is typically defined as the highest value of the permeate flux at which there
is no irreversible fouling, i.e., the highest flux at which the transmembrane pressure remains
constant during filtration at constant flux.

2.2 Methods to evaluate the critical flux
The critical flux is typically evaluated experimentally by performing experiments with
either constant flux or constant TMP by increasing the flux or TMP in a step wise manner. In
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constant flux operation, the feed suspension is pumped from a reservoir through the membrane
module (typically in total recycle mode), with a second pump placed on the permeate exit line to
control the filtrate flux. The permeate flow rate is initially set and maintained at a constant (low)
value. The TMP is recorded as a function of time. The permeate flux is then increased and the
entire procedure repeated. The filtration experiment is continued, with the permeate flux
increased in a step-wise fashion until the transmembrane pressure shows a clear increase with
time during the constant flux filtration. The critical flux is then evaluated from the flux-stepping
experiments as the average between the highest flux at which the TMP remains constant and the
lowest flux at which the TMP is unstable.
An alternative approach to evaluating the critical flux is referred to as “Direct observation
through the membrane” or DOTM as discussed by Li et al. [12]. They used a microscope to look
directly through an Anopore aluminum oxide membrane, which is transparent when wet.
Individual latex particles (larger than 10 µm) could be observed as they passed over or deposited
on the membrane. Although this approach provides direct evidence for the onset of particle
deposition, it can only be applied with suspensions of relatively large particles (visible by light
microscopy) and it is restricted to systems with transparent membranes and a flow cell that
provides optical access to the membrane surface.
Kwon et al. [18] estimated the critical flux by monitoring the concentration of particles in
the retentate outlet stream, with a reduction in particle concentration (relative to the feed
concentration) taken as an indication of the onset of particle deposition on the membrane surface.
The critical flux was determined by extrapolating a graph of particle deposition rate as a function
of the filtrate flux to the point of zero deposition. However, this method cannot be used when a
significant concentration polarization layer develops next to the membrane surface since this
would also lead to a reduction in the particle concentration in the retentate outlet.
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2.3 Theoretical analyses of critical flux
Tangential flow microfiltration (MF) refers to a system in which the bulk suspension
flows tangential to the surface of the membrane and thus perpendicular to the permeate flow. As
shown in Figure 2-1, the permeate flow drags particles towards the membrane surface, where they
will accumulate due to rejection by the porous membrane. The shear stress exerted by the
tangential flow sweeps the particles along the membrane and toward the filter exit (retentate).
This allows a relatively high flux to be maintained over a relatively long period of time without
fouling of the membrane.
There are two distinct approaches used to evaluate the particle flux for large (nonBrownian) particles: shear induced diffusion and inertial lift. The first one is based on the
enhancement of diffusion due to the interactions/collisions between particles in the shear flow of
a concentrated suspension. This theory has been used by Zydney and Colton [19] in the classical
stagnant film model to describe the flux behavior in crossflow microfiltration of a variety of
particulate suspensions. Inertial lift arises when the Reynolds number based on the particle size is
not negligible. Inertial lift produces a velocity that carries particles away from the membrane
surface. Shear-induced diffusion has been found to dominate for particles up to about 30 to 40 µm
in size, while inertial lift dominates for larger particles [20].

Figure 2-1. Schematic of tangential flow microfiltration with cake formation.
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2.3.1 Concentration polarization model
The concentration-polarization model (also known as “film theory”) has been used to
describe the steady-state filtrate flux during both ultrafiltration of macromolecular solutions and
microfiltration of particulate suspensions. At steady state, particles dragged toward the membrane
by the permeate flow are also moving back to the bulk solution due to both diffusion away from
the membrane and the tangential flow toward the filter exit. Integration of the one-dimensional
mass balance equation across the concentration-polarization boundary layer gives [21]:
∅

𝐽 = 𝐾ln( ∅𝑤 )

(1)

𝑏

where J is the filtrate flux, ∅𝑤 and ∅𝑏 are the particle volume fractions close to the membrane
surface and in the bulk solution, respectively, and K is the mass-transfer coefficient. For small
Reynold’s number (less than 2000), the mass transfer coefficient can be evaluated using the
Leveque solution [21]:
𝛾𝐷 2 1
)3
𝐿

𝐾 = 0.81(

(2)

where 𝛾 is the shear rate, L is the filter length, and D is the particle diffusion coefficient. For
particles smaller than 1 µm, Brownian diffusion is important, with D for a spherical particle of
radius a in a fluid of viscosity η given by the Stokes-Einstein equation:
𝑘𝑇

𝐷𝐵 = 6𝜋𝜂𝑎

(3)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38×10-23 J mol-1 K-1). Combining Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) gives
the following expression for the filtrate flux assuming particle motion is dominated by Brownian
diffusion:
2 1
𝛾𝐷𝐵
∅
)3 𝑙𝑛 ∅𝑤
𝐿
𝑏

𝐽 = 0.81(

𝛾𝑘 2 𝑇 2 1

∅

= 0.114(𝜂2 𝑎2 𝐿 )3 𝑙𝑛 ∅𝑤
𝑏

(4)

According to Eq. (4), the predicted flux for the Brownian diffusion mechanism increases
with the shear rate or feed flow rate to the one-third power and decreases with particle radius to
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the two-thirds power. However, predicted fluxes for micron size particles using the concentration
polarization model incorporating the Brownian particle diffusivity are typically found to be one
or more orders of magnitude less than those observed in experiments [22]. Moreover,
experimental results for MF shows that the permeate flux increases with shear rate/flow rate to a
power considerably larger than one-third [22]. Both of these findings are in sharp contrast to
predictions using the concentration polarization model with Brownian diffusion.

2.3.2 Shear-induced diffusion
Zydney and Colton [19] proposed a modified version of the concentration polarization
model in which the Brownian diffusivity was replaced by the shear-induced hydrodynamic
diffusivity. Shear-induced hydrodynamic diffusion arises from particle collisions and random
displacements in the concentrated shear flow of a particulate suspension. Zydney and Colton [19]
used the following expression for the shear-induced diffusion coefficient:
𝐷𝑆 = 0.03𝑎2 𝛾

(5)

The shear-induced hydrodynamic diffusivity has a strong dependence on particle size and shear
rate, while the Brownian diffusivity is independent of shear rate and inversely proportional to the
particle size. As a result, Brownian diffusion decreases with increasing particle size, while shearinduced diffusion benefits from the greater particle displacement with an increase in particle size.
Combining Eqs. (1), (2), and (5), gives the following equation for the shear-induced filtrate flux:
𝑎4 1
𝐿

∅
∅𝑏

𝐽 = 0.078𝛾( )3 ln( 𝑤)

(6)

Eq. (6) was found to be in good agreement with experimental data for the microfiltration of blood
and other particulate suspensions.
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Li et al. [12] used the direct observation through the membrane (DOTM) technique to
determine the critical flux of particles (yeast cells and latex beads) ranging from 3 to 12 µm in
size. They compared their experimental results with predictions from a modified shear-induced
diffusivity model with
𝐷𝑆 = 0.1∅𝑎2 𝛾

(7)

This equation was first presented by Eckstein et al. [23] and was found to be valid over the range
of particle volume fractions from 0 < ∅ < 0.2. Li et al. took advantage of the DOTM and used
the estimated concentration at the membrane wall of ∅𝑤 = 0.2 as the representative concentration
in Eq. (7). Combing Eqs. (1), (2), and (7) gives the following modified shear-induced diffusivity
model:
𝑎4 1

∅

𝐽 = 0.0595𝛾( 𝐿 )3 ln( ∅𝑤)
𝑏

(8)

This model predicted a flux that was in good agreement with experimental data for yeast cells (5
µm) and latex particles (6.4 and 11.9 µm), although there were significant deviations in the
behavior of 3 µm latex particles. This suggests that the transport behavior may be more
complicated for smaller particles, including contributions from both Brownian diffusion and
surface interactions (e.g., electrostatic interactions).

2.3.3 Inertial lift
Belfort et al. [22] has proposed that the back-transport of particles away from the
membrane is supplemented by a lateral migration of particles associated with the inertial lift
effect. Inertial lift arises from the hydrodynamic force on the particles when the nonlinear inertial
terms in the Navier-Stokes equations are not negligible [24]. The inertial lift velocity of spherical
particles in laminar flow, assuming no particle-particle interactions, has the form:
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𝑣=

𝑏𝜌𝑎 3 𝛾 2
16𝜂

(9)

where 𝜌 is the fluid density and b is a dimensionless function of the dimensionless distance from
the wall. In the region near the wall, b is positive, indicating that the inertial lift velocity carries
the particles away from the wall. Drew et al. [24] has shown that the maximum value of the
inertial lift velocity is given by Eq. (9) with b = 0.577 under fast laminar flow conditions. For fast
laminar flow with thin fouling layers, the steady-state flux predicted by the inertial lift theory is
then:
𝐽 = 0.036

𝜌𝑎 3 𝛾 2
𝜂

(10)

which is inversely proportional to the solution viscosity and independent of the filter length and
the concentration of particles in the bulk suspension. However, it is expected that the inertial lift
velocity would need to be modified to account for interactions among particles for more
concentrated solutions.
The application of these models to the critical flux in the microfiltration of protein
precipitates is considered in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Materials and Methods

3.1 Protein precipitation
Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) was used as a model protein due to its ready availability
at low cost and because of the previous studies of BSA precipitation. BSA was initially dissolved
in a 50 mM 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) buffer at pH 7.0 at a total protein
concentration of approximately 10 g/L. Zinc chloride was used as a crosslinking agent based on
previous results showing the effectiveness of this metal affinity precipitant [15]. ZnCl2 solutions
were prepared by diluting a standard 0.1 M ZnCl2 stock solution with deionized distilled water
obtained from a Direct-Q 3 UV-R Water Purification System (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA
USA). The resulting solution was slowly added to the BSA solution with constant stirring.
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) with a number average molecular weight of 3350 g/mol was used as
an excluded volume agent [15]. PEG was initially dissolved in the MOPS buffer at the desired
concentration and then added to the BSA-ZnCl2 mixture to achieve a final volume of around 0.2
L. The resulting solution was incubated for around 2 hours at room temperature. All chemicals
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO USA), with the buffers filtered through 0.2
µm Supor 200 filters (Pall Corporation, Port Washington, NY USA) before use to remove any
undissolved salts / particulates.
BSA solubility was determined by centrifugation of a small sample at 8000 rpm for 10
min using a MiniSpin centrifuge (Eppendorf, Hamburg Germany). The UV absorbance of the
supernatant phase was evaluated at 280 nm using a NanoDrop 2000C Spectrophotometer
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(Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA USA). The BSA concentration was determined by
comparison of the absorbance to a calibration curve constructed using known standards.

3.2 Critical flux experiments
Filtration experiments were performed with 0.2 µm hydrophilized polyethersulfone
(PES) hollow fiber membranes in a MidiKros® module with 115 cm2 membrane area (Spectrum
Laboratories Inc., Rancho Dominguez, CA USA). The protein precipitate was pumped from a
stirred 500 mL reservoir through the hollow fiber module using a Masterflex peristaltic pump
(Model 77201-60 Pump head, Model 7523-20 Digital Console Drive, Cole-Parmer Instrument,
Vernon Hills, IL USA). A second pump was placed on the permeate exit line to control the
filtrate flux. Pressures were evaluated using digital pressure gauges (DG25 Digital Pressure
Gauge, Ashcroft, Stratford, CT USA) placed on both the feed and permeate lines as shown in
Figure 3-1. All tubing was Masterflex platinum-cured silicone tubing. Data were obtained using
total recycle mode, with the retentate returned to the feed reservoir by swirling the flow along the
wall of the reservoir to minimize foaming.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic of tangential flow filtration apparatus.
The membrane module was initially flushed with deionized water using a feed flow rate
of 120 mL/min and a permeate flow rate of 30 mL/min. The membrane hydraulic permeability
was then evaluated as the slope of data for the transmembrane pressure (TMP) as a function of
the permeate flow rate, with the TMP calculated as:
𝑇𝑀𝑃 =

𝑃𝐹 +𝑃𝑅
2

− 𝑃𝑃

(11)

where 𝑃𝐹 and 𝑃𝑅 are the pressures at the feed inlet and retentate outlet, respectively, and 𝑃𝑃 is the
permeate pressure. The system was then flushed with MOPS buffer for 15 min using the same
feed and permeate flow rates as above.
The critical flux was evaluated using the flux-stepping procedure described by Bacchin et
al. [13] using a constant feed flow rate. The permeate flow rate was initially set and maintained at
a constant (low) value using a peristaltic pump on the permeate exit. The TMP was recorded as a
function of time for at least 45 min, with the actual value of the permeate flow rate measured by
timed collection towards the end of the constant flux filtration. Permeate and feed samples were
also obtained for subsequent analysis of the BSA concentration. The permeate flux was then
increased (typically by about 10 %) and the entire procedure repeated. The filtration experiment
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was continued until the transmembrane pressure clearly increased with time during the 45 min
constant flux filtration. The actual value of the critical flux was calculated as the average between
the highest flux at which the TMP remained stable and the lowest flux at which the TMP showed
a clear increase during the filtration. At the end of the experiment, the hollow fiber module was
cleaned for a minimum of 45 min using 0.5 M NaOH at 35-40 oC following the manufacturer’s
recommendations.

3.3 Precipitate characterization
The effects of ZnCl2 and PEG on the properties of the precipitated BSA have not been
previously determined. The concentrations of these precipitants likely determine the size
distribution of the BSA precipitates as well as the structure / morphology of the precipitate, e.g.,
the shape (globular versus long chain) and the internal porosity.
The viscosity of the protein precipitate (η) was evaluated using a capillary viscometer
following procedures described by Baek et al. [25]. Data were obtained for the volumetric flow
rate (Q) through thin capillary tubing (Masterflex PVC tubing, model 6416-10) as a function of
applied pressure (∆P), with the viscosity evaluated using the Hagen–Poiseuille equation:
𝜂=

𝜋𝑟 4 ∆𝑃
8𝑄𝐿

(12)

where L = 0.1 m is the capillary length and r = 95 µm is the capillary radius. The capillary
viscometer was calibrated using DI water.
The particle size distribution of the protein precipitate formed at specific ZnCl 2 and PEG
concentrations was evaluated by laser diffraction using a Mastersizer 3000 (Malvern Instruments
Inc., Westborough, MA USA). The system was initially filled with buffer containing the same
ZnCl2 and PEG concentrations as the protein sample to prevent re-dissolution of the precipitates.
Protein samples were added to the system by dispersion from the Hydro MV unit (Malvern
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Instruments Inc.). The particle size distribution was calculated using Mie scattering theory, with
the refractive index for the BSA precipitates determined by minimizing the residuals between the
actual and calculated distributions.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion

4.1 Critical filtrate flux
Typical data from three separate critical flux experiments are shown in Figure 4-1. All of
the data were obtained using 5 g/L BSA solutions with 5 weight percent PEG but with different
ZnCl2 concentrations. The transmembrane pressure is shown as a function of time, with each
interval corresponding to a different (constant) value of the filtrate flux (labeled directly above
the pressure data). The transmembrane pressure was below 12 kPa (1.7 psi) throughout the entire
experiment, reflecting the high permeability of the 0.2 µm hollow fiber membranes (around 62
L/m2/h/kPa). For the experiment with 3.5 mM ZnCl2, the TMP for the first 5 intervals remained
essentially constant over each 45 min filtration (variation of less than 0.6 %); the increase in TMP
with increasing filtrate flux is as expected. However, the TMP at a permeate flux of 153 L/m2/h
(43 µm/s) increased by several percent over the course of the 45 min filtration, with a similar
increase seen at a permeate flux of 157 L/m2/h. Thus, the critical flux for this experiment was
greater than 143 L/m2/h, the highest flux at which the TMP remained stable, but below 153
L/m2/h, the first flux at which the pressure showed a clear increase in time during the constant
flux filtration. This behavior was highly reproducible. A second experiment performed using a
fresh BSA precipitate formed with the same ZnCl2 and PEG concentrations gave a critical flux
between 144 and 157 L/m2/h, demonstrating the good reproducibility of the results. In addition,
limited experiments performed using both shorter (e.g., 30 min) and longer (70 min) filtrations at
each flux gave statistically identical values of the critical flux.
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The critical flux for the solution containing 2 mM ZnCl2 was much smaller than that for
the 3.5 mM ZnCl2 solution, with the TMP becoming unstable at a filtrate flux of only 72 L/m2/h.
Increasing the ZnCl2 concentration to 8 mM led to an increase in the critical flux, with the TMP
remaining stable up to a filtrate flux of 173 L/m2/h. The difference in critical flux for the
experiments using 3.5 and 8.0 mM ZnCl2 was not due to a difference in the solubility of the BSA;
the BSA concentrations in the supernatant for the precipitates formed using these ZnCl2
concentrations were statistically identical with values of 0.15 ± 0.02 and 0.13 ± 0.02 g/L,
respectively. These concentrations correspond to approximately 97% yield of the BSA in the
precipitate. The BSA solubility did increase at lower ZnCl2 concentrations, with the supernatant
concentration being 0.28 ± 0.03 g/L for the 2 mM ZnCl2 (corresponding to 94% yield). However,
it is unlikely that this small change in protein yield could have caused such a large reduction in
the critical flux. This is discussed in more detail subsequently.
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Figure 4-1. TMP as a function of time during critical flux experiments with 5 g/L BSA and 5
weight percent PEG at 2, 3.5, and 8 mM ZnCl2. The permeate flux values for each
interval are labeled above the TMP data.

4.2 Effect of ZnCl2 concentration
The critical flux for a series of BSA precipitates, all formed from 5 g/L BSA solutions in
the presence of 5 weight percent PEG, are shown as an explicit function of the ZnCl2
concentration in Figure 4-2. In each case, the critical flux was evaluated from the flux-stepping
experiments as the average of the filtrate flux values determined just above and below the critical
flux, with the error bars representing the range between the highest flux at which the TMP
remained constant and the lowest flux at which the TMP started to increase. The critical flux
initially increased rapidly with increasing ZnCl2 concentration, going from a value of 61 ± 12
L/m2/h in the 2 mM ZnCl2 solution to 149 ± 3 L/m2/h in the 3.5 mM ZnCl2. The critical flux
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continued to increase at higher ZnCl2 concentrations, but appeared to level off at a value between
180 and 190 L/m2/h for ZnCl2 concentrations above about 7 mM.

Figure 4-2. Critical flux during microfiltration of BSA precipitates formed using 5 g/L BSA with
5 weight percent PEG at different ZnCl2 concentrations.

4.3 Effect of PEG concentration
A corresponding series of critical flux experiments was performed to evaluate the effect
of the excluded volume agent, PEG, at a constant BSA concentration of 5 g/L and a constant
ZnCl2 concentration of 3.5 mM. As shown in Figure 4-3, the critical flux initially increased with
increasing PEG concentration, going from a value of 78 ± 12 L/m2/h with no PEG to a maximum
value of around 150 ± 4 L/m2/h at a PEG concentration of approximately 6% by weight. The
critical flux then decreased with further increases in the PEG concentration, dropping to a value
of 114 ± 12 L/m2/h at a PEG concentration of 15% by weight.
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Figure 4-3. Critical flux as a function of the PEG concentration for data obtained during
microfiltration of BSA precipitates formed using 5 g/L BSA and 3.5 mM ZnCl2.
The maximum in the critical flux seen in Figure 4-3 is not related to changes in the BSA
solubility, which decreases monotonically with increasing PEG concentrations as shown in Figure
4-4. The concentration of soluble BSA in the supernatant collected by centrifugation of small
samples of the precipitated protein decreases from 0.36 to 0.10 g/L as the PEG concentration
increases from 0 to 15% by weight. Also shown for comparison is the BSA concentration in
filtrate samples obtained during the critical flux experiments (at the flux just before membrane
fouling became significant). The filtrate concentrations follow the same trend as the supernatant
concentrations, with values that are about 10 % lower than those measured by centrifugation. This
small difference could be due to a small degree of BSA retention during the tangential flow
filtration.
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Figure 4-4. BSA concentrations in the supernatant (from centrifugation) and filtrate (during
microfiltration) as a function of the PEG concentration used for the precipitation.

4.4 Effect of feed flow rate
Figure 4-5 shows the critical flux as a function of feed flow rate for a series of
precipitates formed from 5 g/L BSA solutions in the presence of 3.5 mM ZnCl2 and 5 weight
percent PEG. The critical flux increased with increasing feed flow rate, going from a value of 99
± 7 L/m2/h at a flow rate of 40 mL / min to 156 ± 6 L/m2/h for a flow rate of 160 mL / min. The
dependence of the critical flux on flow rate (q) was approximately q1/3 as determined from the
slope on a log-log plot of the flux versus flow rate data as shown in Figure 4-6 (with linear
regression slope of 0.34 ± 0.01 with R2 = 0.99).
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Figure 4-5. Critical flux as a function of the feed flow rate for data obtained during microfiltration
of BSA precipitates formed using 5 g/L BSA, 3.5 mM ZnCl2 and 5 weight percent
PEG.
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Figure 4-6. The logarithm (base 10) of the critical flux as a function of the logarithm (base 10) of
the feed flow rate for data obtained during microfiltration of BSA precipitates formed
using 5 g/L BSA, 3.5 mM ZnCl2 and 5 weight percent PEG.

4.5 Physical interpretation
As discussed in Chapter 2, the critical flux in membrane microfiltration is typically
assumed to be governed by the mass transfer characteristics of the membrane module, possibly in
combination with any long-range interactions between the particulate suspension and the
membrane surface (e.g., electrostatic repulsion). The rate of particle mass transfer in the bulk
suspension can have contributions from Brownian (thermal) diffusion, shear-induced diffusion,
and inertial lift. Shear-induced diffusion arises from interparticle “collisions” in the shear flow of
a concentrated suspension [19], while inertial lift refers to the hydrodynamic forces arising from
the nonlinear inertial terms in the Navier-Stokes equations [22].
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As discussed by Belfort et al. [22], the steady-state filtrate flux can be evaluated by
solution of the appropriate concentration polarization model based on these different transport
mechanisms, with the final solution expressed in the form:
𝐽~𝛾 𝑛 𝑎𝑚 𝜂 𝑝

(13)

where J is the filtrate flux, γ is the shear rate (directly proportional to the feed flow rate in the
hollow fiber module), a is the particle radius, and η is the solution viscosity. All of the models
discussed in Chapter 2 show an increase in critical flux with increasing shear rate (n > 0), with the
value of n ranging from 1/3 for the Brownian diffusion model to n = 2 for the inertial lift model.
The shear-induced diffusion and inertial lift models both predict an increase in critical flux with
increasing particle radius (m > 0), while the Brownian diffusion model predicts a value of m = 2/3. The Brownian diffusion and inertial lift models both predict that the critical flux decreases
with increasing viscosity (p < 0); the effect of viscosity on the flux given by the shear-induced
diffusion model is not clear since the correlation for the shear-induced diffusion coefficient was
evaluated from experimental measurements at only a single value of the solution viscosity.
The experimental data in Figures 4-5 and 4-6 are in very good agreement with predictions
of the Brownian diffusion model (n = 0.33) as given by Eq. (4); the shear-induced diffusion (n =
1) and inertial lift (n = 2) models both predict a dependence on shear rate that is much greater
than that observed in the critical flux experiments with the BSA precipitates (as shown by the
straight lines in Figure 4-6).
In order to obtain additional insights into the effects of ZnCl2 and PEG on the critical
flux, an independent set of experiments was performed to evaluate the viscosity and the effective
particle size of the BSA precipitates. Viscosity data for the BSA precipitates were obtained using
a capillary viscometer over a range of pressures (flow rates). As shown in Figure 4-7, the linearity
of the data indicate that the viscosity was essentially independent of the shear rate for values of γ
between about 100 and 1,000 s-1 (which is the shear rate range that was readily accessible in the
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capillary viscometer). Viscosity data obtained over a range of ZnCl2 concentrations (at fixed PEG
concentration) showed only a small increase in viscosity with increasing ZnCl2 concentration (see
Figure 4-8). For example, the viscosity of the BSA precipitate increased from 2.5 to 2.9 cP as the
ZnCl2 concentration increased from 2 to 10 mM at a constant PEG concentration of 5 weight
percent. This small increase in viscosity was consistent with the small increase in yield (from
94% to more than 99% over this range of ZnCl2 concentrations). This small change in viscosity
would likely have a negligible effect on the critical flux.

Figure 4-7. Typical data obtained using a capillary viscometer over a range of flow rates for PEG
solutions (0, 5, and 10 weight percent PEG) in 3.5 mM ZnCl2 (without BSA).
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Figure 4-8. Viscosity as a function of ZnCl2 concentration for BSA precipitates formed using 5
g/L BSA and 5 weight percent PEG.
In contrast, increasing the PEG concentration caused a significant increase in the
viscosity of the BSA precipitates formed at a constant ZnCl2 concentration of 3.5 mM (Figure 49). The viscosity of the BSA precipitates increased from 1.4 cP with zero weight percent PEG to
5.1 cP with 15 weight percent PEG, with a nearly linear relationship between the viscosity and
the PEG concentration. This increase in viscosity is due almost entirely to the PEG; data for a
corresponding set of experiments performed using PEG alone (at the same ZnCl2 concentration
but with no added protein) showed a very similar increase in viscosity over this range of PEG
concentrations. The increase in viscosity with increasing PEG could contribute to the observed
reduction in critical flux at high PEG concentrations (Figure 4-3), but the changes in viscosity are
clearly insufficient to explain the overall trends seen in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.
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Figure 4-9. Viscosity as a function of PEG concentration for BSA precipitates formed using 5 g/L
BSA and 3.5 mM ZnCl2. Triangles represent data for the viscosity of PEG solutions
in 3.5 mM ZnCl2 (without BSA).
The BSA precipitates have a wide distribution of particle size as determined by laser
diffraction. Typical results for BSA precipitates formed using 5 g/L BSA with 5 weight percent
PEG at different ZnCl2 concentrations are shown in Figure 4-10. The particle size distributions
are similar in the 5, 8, and 10 mM ZnCl2 solutions, with the particle size varying from about 0.04
to close to 100 µm. There is a clear peak around 0.4 µm with a somewhat smaller peak around 3.4
µm. The size distribution for the precipitate formed using the 2 mM ZnCl2 was different, with the
second peak being less pronounced (lower relative concentration) and occurring closer to 2.4 µm
in size.
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Figure 4-10. Precipitate size distribution as a function of the ZnCl2 concentration for precipitates
formed using 5 g/L BSA and 5 weight percent PEG.
Given the breadth of the particle size distribution, it is not possible to determine the
dependence of the critical flux on particle diameter as given in Eq. (13). As discussed by Belfort
et al. [22], the most significant particle size for membrane fouling is likely to be in the 0.1 to 0.5
µm size range since these particles are too large to have significant Brownian diffusion but too
small to have significant shear-induced diffusion or inertial lift. The laser diffraction results in
Figure 4-10 do show the greatest concentration of particles in this size range for the precipitate
formed with the 2 mM ZnCl2, which is consistent with the small value of the critical flux seen in
Figure 4-2 under these conditions. Similarly, laser diffraction data obtained with different PEG
concentrations showed a several-fold greater concentration of particles around 0.1 µm diameter in
the solution with 0% PEG compared to that with 5 and 10 weight percent PEG (see Figure 4-11),
which is again consistent with the critical flux data. More detailed studies of the particle size
distribution, including information on the structure / morphology of the precipitates, will be
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required to fully understand the observed dependence of the critical flux on the concentration of
ZnCl2 and PEG.

Figure 4-11. Precipitate size distribution as a function of the PEG concentration (0, 5, 10, and 15
weight percent) for precipitates formed using 5 g/L BSA and 3.5 mM ZnCl2.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions
This thesis provides the first quantitative data for the critical flux behavior of a model
protein precipitate as a function of the precipitation conditions. Operation below the critical flux
gave constant transmembrane pressure during constant flux operation, which would potentially
allow for the development of a continuous precipitation process for protein purification. The
critical flux increased significantly with increasing zinc chloride concentration, going from 60
L/m2/h when using 2 mM ZnCl2 to 190 L/m2/h for a 10 mM ZnCl2 solution. In contrast, the
critical flux was maximum at an intermediate PEG concentration of around 6 weight percent
when using 3.5 mM ZnCl2. The very different effects of ZnCl2 and PEG on the critical flux is
likely related to the differences in the underlying mechanisms governing the precipitation (ZnCl 2
is a cross-linking agent while PEG is an excluded volume agent) in addition to the significant
effect of PEG on the solution viscosity.
The critical flux increased with increasing flow rate to approximately the 1/3 power,
which is consistent with predictions of the classical concentration polarization model based on
Brownian diffusion. The precipitated protein was highly polydisperse, with a particle size
distribution spanning more than 3 orders of magnitude (as determined by laser diffraction).
Although the large majority of the precipitated protein was greater than 1 µm in size, where
shear-induced diffusion and inertial lift effects should dominate, the critical flux is likely
determined by particles around 0.1 to 0.5 µm in diameter since this is the size range that has the
greatest fouling potential [22]. The laser diffraction data did appear to show an inverse correlation
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between the concentration of this size particle and the critical flux, although additional studies
would be required to more fully elucidate the dependence of the critical flux on the particle size
distribution and the properties of the protein precipitates.

5.2 Recommendations for future work

5.2.1 The effect of structure / morphology of precipitates on critical flux
In addition to the effective particle size, the critical flux may also be a function of the
morphology / structure of the precipitated protein. For example, it is likely that the critical flux
for a highly globular (nearly spherical) precipitate would be very different from that of a long
(nearly linear) chain of precipitated protein, even if both of these structures have the same
effective size (as determined by light scattering or laser diffraction). It is also possible that the
protein packing density or porosity within the precipitate could affect the critical flux since this
would likely alter both the transport characteristics of the precipitate and the hydraulic resistance
of any deposited protein on the membrane surface.
Optical microscopy could be used to study the structure / morphology of precipitates
under different ZnCl2 and PEG concentrations. Some initial results using a Nikon ECLIPSE
TE300 microscope (Nikon Instruments Inc., Melville, NY USA) have shown some differences in
the morphology of precipitates formed using 2 mM ZnCl2 compared to those at higher ZnCl2
concentrations as shown in Figure 5-1. There appears to be fewer particles but some large clusters
in the 2 mM ZnCl2 sample. These results are qualitatively consistent with the size distribution
data obtained by laser diffraction; the precipitates using 2 mM ZnCl2 had a less pronounced
(lower relative concentration) peak for the higher size class. However, better resolution images
will be needed to obtain a more detailed understanding of the structure of the protein precipitates
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formed under different precipitant concentrations and to truly understand the effect of precipitate
morphology on the critical flux.

Figure 5-1. Microscope images (Objective lens, 40X) of precipitate samples formed using 5 g/L
BSA, 5 weight percent PEG but different ZnCl2 concentrations. a) 2 mM ZnCl2, b) 5
mM ZnCl2, c) 8 mM ZnCl2, d) 10 mM ZnCl2.

5.2.2 The effect of BSA concentrations on critical flux
The purification of recombinant protein products using precipitation benefits from the
increased titers currently obtained from the upstream process. However, many studies of particle
microfiltration show a decrease in critical flux with increasing particle concentration [26], [18].
Therefore, it is critically important to evaluate the effect of the initial protein concentration on
both the properties of the precipitate and the critical flux behavior during tangential flow
microfiltration. Note that very high protein concentrations would cause a significant increase in
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the viscosity of the protein solution, which could in turn alter the critical flux (similar to the
effects of high concentrations of PEG seen in Chapter 4). These experiments would also need to
explore the effects of ZnCl2 and PEG, since these precipitants may have a very different effect on
the precipitation process as the protein concentration increases.

5.2.3 The effect of membrane properties on critical flux
In general, a membrane with a higher porosity will have a more uniform distribution of
the permeate flux along the porous surface. Thus, one might expect that an increase in porosity
would lead to an increase in the critical flux. However, most previous studies have found that the
membrane material had little effect on the critical flux. For example, Huisman et al. [27]
evaluated the effect of membrane zeta potential on the critical flux, with no significant difference
in the critical flux over a large range of membrane zeta potential, even as the membrane surface
charge was changed from positive to negative.
Experiments could be performed using membranes made from a range of polymers
having different porosity, pore size, and surface chemistry. This could include surface-modified
membranes developed by attachment of negatively-charged sulfonic acid groups or positivelycharged amine groups following the chemistry used previously by the Zydney group [28], [29].
Data could potentially be obtained in a small stirred cell system since this allows the use of much
smaller membrane areas and feed volumes, allowing a larger number of membranes to be
explored in a reasonable period of time.
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5.2.4 Precipitation of therapeutic proteins and complex feeds
All of the experiments performed in this thesis used a model protein (bovine serum
albumin) without any impurities. Future experiments need to be performed to evaluate the
behavior of other protein products as well as the selectivity of the precipitation process using
simple binary mixtures (e.g., albumin plus immunoglobulins) and for more complex feed streams
typical of actual commercial bioprocessing, e.g., clarified cell culture fluid containing a
monoclonal antibody product. Initial experiments would focus on developing a more complete
understanding of how the properties of the protein precipitate, including the critical flux, depend
on the properties of the target protein, e.g., the protein molecular weight, the protein charge, and
the protein hydrophobicity. Subsequent studies could then examine model binary mixtures
formed from proteins with very different solubilities in solutions of ZnCl2 and PEG.
It would also be highly desirable to examine the effectiveness of the precipitation process
using more realistic protein products, e.g., monoclonal antibodies, with more realistic feed
streams. For example, a clarified cell culture fluid obtained from a null Chinese Hamster Ovary
(CHO) cell culture (CHO cells without any recombinant product) could be used to simulate the
array of contaminants encountered in bioprocessing applications. Target proteins, e.g., a
monoclonal antibody, could be used to evaluate the yield / selectivity of the precipitation process
and the microfiltration behavior, as a function of the target / contaminant ratio and precipitant
conditions.

5.2.5 Continuous precipitation and filtration
Initial experimental results indicated the potential of using precipitation-filtration in a
fully continuous operation for recombinant protein capture by operating the filtration process
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below the critical flux. As shown in Figure 5-2, the full precipitation process would consist of
three stages: the precipitation stage, the washing stage, and the re-dissolution stage. In the
precipitation stage, cross-linking (e.g., ZnCl2) and volume excluding (e.g., polyethylene glycol,
PEG) precipitants would be added in-line to the clarified cell culture and the resulting suspension
would be filtered to remove soluble contaminants and excess precipitants while retaining the
precipitated target proteins. In the subsequent wash stage, buffer solution with the same
concentrations of precipitants could be used to wash the precipitates, further reducing the
concentration of any soluble contaminants. The goal is to obtain over 95% protein yield and 10 to
100 times reduction in impurities. In the dissolution stage, the precipitated protein would be redissolved by lowering the pH to acidic conditions (e.g., by adding acetate buffer) to disrupt the
cross-linking. This would be followed by microfiltration to remove any precipitated protein that
could not be re-solubilized. The goal is to achieve target protein concentrations up to 100 to 250
g/L depending on solubility. The captured target protein could then be further purified using
ultrafiltration / diafiltration or appropriate chromatographic operations.

Figure 5-2. Conceptual continuous platform process for initial capture of recombinant proteins.
Clarified cell culture fluid is processed with a series of static mixer-hollow fiber filter
pairs comprising a precipitation stage, a precipitate washing stage and a precipitate
dissolution stage. The flow path of the target protein is shown by bold arrows.
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